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Abstract—This article presents a framework for fusing preoperative data and intra-operative data for surgery guidance.
This framework is employed in the context of Minimally Invasive
Surgery (MIS) of the liver. From stereoscopic images a three
dimensional point cloud is reconstructed in real-time. This point
cloud is then used to register a patient-specific biomechanical
model derived from Computed Tomography images onto the
laparoscopic view. In this way internal structures such as vessels
and tumors can be visualized to help the surgeon during the
procedure. This is particularly relevant since abdominal organs
undergo large deformations in the course of the surgery, making
it difficult for surgeons to correlate the laparoscopic view with
the pre-operative images. Our method has the potential to reduce
the duration of the operation as the biomechanical model makes
it possible to estimate the in-depth position of tumors and
vessels at any time of the surgery, which is essential to the
surgical decision process. Results show that our method can
be successfully applied during laparoscopic procedure without
interfering with the surgical work flow.
Fig. 1.

I.

Our framework architecture.

I NTRODUCTION

In the last decades, advances in medicine have seen the
emergence of MIS. In this procedure, the surgeon manipulates
the organs with instruments inserted through trocars placed in
small abdominal incisions. The view of the operating field is
provided by a laparoscopic camera, inserted through another
port in the abdomen, allowing the surgeon to perform the
surgery by watching a high-definition monitor placed above
the patient. MIS provides real benefits to the patient, by
reducing pain, bleeding and risks of infection and therefore
also shortening recovery time. However, since the manipulation
of instruments is indirect and the visual feedback is limited,
it remains quite challenging from a surgical standpoint and
increases the duration of operations. Allowing surgeons to see
through organs surface and to visualize cutting planes defined
during planning facilitate the orientation and navigation during
the surgery. For this purpose we need to register the pre-operative data onto the laparoscopic view. The objective is to reduce
the operating time, to locate tumors with greater accuracy and
preserve vessels which are needed for the regeneration of the
liver tissue post-operatively.
The interest of the research community in surgical planning tools have been growing in the last decade [1]. The

benefit of such tools are obvious in liver surgery where the
surgeons must resect tumors while preserving the vascular tree.
However, during MIS the abdominal organs undergo important
deformation and the best planning tool may become useless to
surgeons. Therefore intraoperative navigation system have to
be used in conjunction with the planning tools. Nevertheless,
most existing systems used for navigation are limited to rigid
registration [2], [3]. Hence, these systems do not provide real
time tracking of organs deformation and the position of internal
structure may not be accurate. In [4] the authors propose to
use C-arm system to align the intra-operative and pre-operative
data. Although this method provides accurate registration, it
relies on intraoperative scans, which are currently not available
during clinical routines. The use of Ultrasound (US) intraoperative data seems promising [5] but still required additional
hardware. To reduce the impact on the usual clinical workflow
the use of the stereo-endoscopic camera as the intraoperative
data source for MIS is optimal.
Nonetheless, processing stereoscopic data is computationally expensive. A solution is proposed in [6] the author suggest
to distribute processes through different computers. In one

Fig. 2.

Overview of our approach.

of their examples, one computer is responsible for fetching
data from sensors and rendering while another workstation
computes the simulation. However, even if the authors tested
their method on practical cases they did not develop a generic
framework for surgery guidance.

Many approaches to standardize the way data is retrieved
from the operating room, from proprietary protocols, like
Storz’s OR1, or open solutions like OpenIGTLink, are growing. Though, very few solutions aims at providing a fully
functional framework, from the acquisition of intraoperative
data to the augmented reality view provided to the surgeon,
and including data processing, interpretation and possibly simulation. CAMPAR[7] is one of those few, providing a complete
augmented reality framework for medical applications, with a
whole set of features in rendering and devices interaction and
synchronization. But it is mainly focused on computer vision
methods and lacks simulation components.

In this paper, we propose a distributed framework architecture that allow real time surgery guidance relying on various input devices. Our contribution is to provide a robust production
framework for computer-guided surgery software, based on the
Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA). We present
an application of this framework for intraoperative guidance in
MIS of the liver. In section II-A we expose the pipeline used
to register pre-operative data onto the laparoscopic view. Then,
in section II-B we present the architecture of our framework.
Further, our application specific hardware setup is described
in section II-C and section II-D details the implementation.
Finally, the section III presents some results on in vivo experimental data.

II.

M ETHODS

A. Algorithms
Our algorithm relies on a biomechanical model for the
intraoperative positional prediction of the internal structures. In
order to align this pre-operative liver model onto the intraoperative data we use 1) a reconstruction of a three-dimensional
point cloud from the stereo-endoscopic camera view, and 2)
a multi-step registration process. The registration process uses
first an iterative algorithm to bring the pre-operative model in
the camera reference frame and deforms it according to the
point cloud shape. Then, a tracking algorithm guarantees the
real-time registration of the biomechanical model with the liver
view of the endoscopic video flow. The different stages of our
method presented in Fig.2 are described below.
Biomechanical model generation First the liver parenchyma
and vessels geometries are segmented from pre-operative
images such as Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). We employ a semi-automatic segmentation process: the level set algorithm presented in [8].
The quality of the segmented map is improved by several
filtering methods, namely by Laplacian smoothing, hole-filling
and detection of the continuous components. A volume mesh is
then generated using the method presented in [9]. It generates
the three-dimensional tetrahedral mesh of the parenchyma
directly from the segmented map and reduces the number
of degenerated elements and slivers using mesh optimizations
such as Lloyd and ODT smoothers. We associate to this geometry a co-rotational Finite Element (FE) model as proposed
in [10]. Although the technique relies on linear stress-strain
relationship, large displacements including rotations can be
considered as correctly approximated.
Point cloud reconstruction The estimation of the three-

dimensional shape of the liver from intra-operative images
can be performed in different ways depending on the image
modality [11]. Let us assume the stereoscopic pair of images
Il and Ir . We extract from this stereo pair points of interest
(i. e. features) that are sufficiently reliable for the 3D reconstruction. Several detectors have been reported in the literature (e.g. [12]), we employ the Speeded-up Robust Features
(SURF); our choice is motivated by its particular suitability
for robotic-guided endoscopy applications [13]. When using
this detector on the image pair (Il , Ir ) with an appropriate
threshold, we obtain two sets of features El = (x1l , . . . , xnl )
and Er = (x1r , . . . , xmr ) where it is necessary to estimate for
each feature xi = (ui , vi ) the 3D point Xi = (Ui ,Vi ,Wi ). This is
done by establishing a correspondence between image points
xl ←→ xr , using a descriptor-based matching method [14].
Once a correspondence is found, a sparse set of m 3D points,
denoted T = (X1 , . . . , Xm ), is reconstructed using triangulation
algorithm [15] and a surface mesh S is interpolated using
Moving Least-Square surface approximation [16], [17]. Two
different point cloud are using for our pipeline. One for
the initial registration witch is labelled as explained in the
following section and a down-sampled point cloud without
label for the temporal registration.
Labeling In order to improve the accuracy and robustness of
the initial registration process, we augment the pre-operative
liver model and the intraoperative point cloud with anatomical
features. We label corresponding areas on both the pre-operative mesh and the point cloud to ensure that this point cloud,
corresponding to the visible part of the liver, is accurately
matched on the pre-operative surface mesh. As in [18], two
anatomical features are used as landmarks: the umbilical notch
where the right margin of falciform ligament is attached to the
liver and the anterior margin of the liver.
For the pre-operative liver model the anterior margin is
automatically detected using a curvature analysis. Edges separating two triangles with sufficiently different directions of
normals are selected as seeds. Then, a ridge line is extended
from the seed edges; if no extension is found, the seeds are
removed. The definition of the two thresholds, one for the
seeds and one for the extensions, is based on statistics on the
normals for the whole mesh. Iteratively, the anterior margin is
reconstructed. Depending on the image modality, the umbilical
notch is either difficult or simply impossible to segment from
the pre-operative data. To solve this issue, these features are
transferred onto the three-dimensional mesh via a statistical
atlas hand-built by experts. Details regarding the construction
of the atlas are described in [19].
On intraoperative images the labels are set manually by
clicking around the region of interest. Three point clouds are
then reconstructed: one for the anterior margin, one for the
umbilical notch and one for the rest of the visible surface of
the liver.
Registration For the initial registration, we employ the iterative process described in [18]. The biomechanical model
is used to simulate the behaviour of the tissue while the
registration constraints imposed to the deformable object are
modelled with penalty forces fext . Each step of the registration
is decomposed in three parts: (i) matching between the target
points and their projections, (ii) definition of external forces

and (iii) resolution of the system:
K(u)u = fext

(1)

where u is the displacement vector and K the nonlinear stiffness provided by the FE formulation. Each labeled point pti of the target point cloud is projected
onto its closest point psi in the corresponding labeled
area on the source surface to obtain a set of matching
pairs {pt , ps }i . For each pair we define a penalty force:
m

fext = ∑ fi , (2)

pi

with

i

fi = ∑ fi arctan(kxi j )

(3)

j

where m is the number of labelled area, pi the number of
corresponding pairs in the area i, fi a penalty factor, k a
scale factor and xi j the vector between the j-th target point
and its projection. The k value is related to the point cloud
noise and is used to avoid over-fitting as a lower value
decrease the force intensity for small distances. The fi are
different among the three labelled area and evolve during the
registration process. At the beginning of the process the fi of
the umbilical notch and the anterior margin are greater than
the one of the remaining surface. This helps the matching to
converge toward the accurate solution. If the system reaches
an equilibrium, the value of all fi are increased unless they
exceed their maximum value: max( fi ). Typically, we have
max( fun ) ≤ max( fam ) ≤ max( fsur f ) where un stand for the
umbilical notch, am for the anterior margin and sur f for the
remaining surface.
After attaining convergence, the temporal registration step
is performed. The temporal registration permits to register
the biomechanical model at each frame acquired from the
endoscopic camera, following the motion of the liver (which
moves due to the heart beating and/or respiratory motion)
The motion of the liver is captured using an optical flow
algorithm [20] that tracks image-points from the liver surface
based on a brightness consistency constraint. The combination
of optical flow and SURF features has proven to be robust to
track heart motion in laparoscopic images, where real-time is
needed [13] and was successfully translated to liver motion
estimation [21]. Indeed, at this stage, a real-time simulation is
mandatory since video frames are acquired at least at 30 Hz
and the registration w. r. t. the n-th frame must to be performed
before the frame n + 1 is available.
B. Framework architecture
The implementation described in this paper is divided
into three distinct processes: AcquisitOR, ProcessOR, and
SimulatOR (see Fig.1). This architecture allows to distribute
the workload on different machines without suffering from
high latency as long as it runs on a Local Area or ad Hoc
Network. AcquisitOR retrieves data from specialized hardware
devices, ProcessOR processes this data for further usage in the
simulation, and SimulatOR runs the simulation according to
the patient-specific data retrieved and processed in the previous
steps.
Using a standard protocol to perform communications
between processes is very important since it allows third
party programs to use this solution. Furthermore, it allows to
replace some parts of the processing line with external tools.
The solution presented here implements the Open Network

Interface for Image-Guided Therapy (OpenIGTLink) protocol.
Therefore, instead of implementing multiple drivers for the
many devices possibly present in the OR, the Plus Toolkit [22]
can be used to send data to ProcessOR. It would also be
possible to use 3DSlicer [23] or IGSTK [24] to visualize
the processed data generated from ProcessOR, as well as any
software relying on the OpenIGTLink protocol to exchange
data through the network.

these streams from intuitive’s Da Vinci endoscope, the Left
and Right video output from the Da Vinci are connected to
video editing cards (Blackmagic intensity). These video editing
cards have no driver implementation in Plus Toolkit. Therefore,
it was relevant to implement our own device acquisition server
that would retrieve the video streams from the video editing
card and convert its raw data into computer-readable RGB
frames.

AquisitOR is the process responsible for connecting all the
available devices in the Operating Room, and stream their data
to ProcessOR. It streams data received from medical devices
to a server for processing. One instance of AcquisitOR is
launched per IGT device, allowing distributing the workload
on multiple cores or workstations.

In order to connect the video editing card to AcquisitOR,
the Blackmagic driver is implemented as a separate library,
loaded at runtime according to the arguments passed to the
command line.

ProcessOR has the charge of processing the data retrieved
from the OR. It offers a generic API allowing the execution
of different filters to process the data retrieved from an
IGT client. ProcessOR offers an API to develop operationspecific programs. Specific programs will have to be developed
according to the different use cases, as they depend on what
is taken as in input, and what is needed as an output for
SimulatOR.

In the case of liver registration, our ProcessOR needs to
generate a point cloud from the acquired stereoscopic frames.

SimulatOR is based on the Simulation Open Framework
Architecture (SOFA). It allows us to easily create simulated
scene where different types of objects can interact with each
other. Several state-of-the-art algorithms necessary for realistic simulations are implemented. Bio-mechanical behavior
modeling is especially necessary, as deformations will be a
key part of this project. Finally, extending and implementing
new algorithms and methods are possible through plugins
mechanism. It allows us to easily add components to include
the features needed for our project, e.g augmented reality
rendering.

ProcessOR

Extracting a good point cloud from endoscopic frames is a
complicated matter, as image processing relies on the quality of
the frames acquired, the quality of the environment inside the
abdominal cavity (lighting, smoke blurry frames, dirty lenses
etc.), and the quality of the liver’s surface (if too smooth, the
extraction will perform badly). Thus, we need to apply many
filters (feature detection and matching, triangulation, region
labeling, downsampling etc.).
Each of these filters require specific settings, which is
why we decided to rely on a semi-automatic point extraction
process that allows a manual tuning through a graphical user
interface of the many settings that needs to be taken into
consideration during a point cloud extraction. This interface
also allows us to manually label each region of the image.
As an output, a labeled point cloud is sent to SimulatOR,
through OpenIGTLink.

C. Hardware setup

SimulatOR

We present in this section the hardware setup used for
our application: intraoperative guidance during laparoscopic
liver surgery. An overview of this setup is presented in Fig.3
Our approach relies on a 3D point extraction from stereoscopic frames, and therefore, a calibrated stereoscopic camera
is required. We chose to interface our framework with Da
Vinci’s surgical robot, but a stereoscopic camera from Storz
like the Tipcam1 could be used instead of the Da Vinci’s
endoscope. In order to retrieve the video streams from the Da
Vinci console, we need two video editing cards (Blackmagic
Intensity shuttle). We also need two video recorders to retrieve
the raw video streams from the operation, for research and
post operation processing purposes (Blackmagic Hyperdeck
shuttle). The video editing cards are connected to a Macbook
Pro 13’ as they are connected through thunderbolt. This very
compact setup allows us to go in the operating room without
taking too much space since operating rooms are very confined
rooms, containing sometimes more than 20 persons along with
the Da Vinci robot.

It combines pre-operative data (segmented liver, potential
tumors, and vascular network) we got previously with a
CT-Scan, with per-operative data (point clouds extracted by
ProcessOR) through registration algorithms. The registration
algorithm needs a realistic mechanical behavior to perform a
correct registration. Thus, we are using a corotational tetrahedral finite element model for the biomechanical behavior
of the liver and its inner components. Moreover, constraints
are already included, allowing us to implement the complete
registration algorithm quickly.

D. Implementation

A command-line AcquisitOR provides a robust and flexible
interface with the Operating Room, retrieving and streaming
HD stereoscopic frames in real time, as well as any data that
could potentially come from the OR, through the standard
OpenIGTLink protocol.

AquisitOR
The video streams fetched from the stereoscopic endoscope
are the input of our augmented reality pipeline. To retrieve

III.

R ESULTS

We implemented a framework to interface medical devices
with medical simulation using SOFA, named SOFA-OR.
This framework is designed to allow the development of
a complete software pipeline and has been tested through a
demonstrator for augmented reality provided during minimally
invasive laparoscopic surgery.

Fig. 3.

Hardware setup for Per-operative Liver registration.

Our ProcessOR provides a complete graphical user interface to which the stereo stream is sent through a Local Area
Network in real time with OpenIGTLink, to precisely tune
image processing filters, manually segmentate regions, extract
labeled point clouds and stream them over OpenIGTLink.

Fig. 6. SimulatOR’s augmented view of the registered liver and its internal
structures

Fig. 4.

ProcessOR’s manual mask edition window

ity to implement a complex simulation of the patient-specific
model of the liver, and renders through OpenGL an augmented
view of the operating field that is sent back to the surgeon’s
console.

Fig. 5.

ProcessOR’s overview of the 3D point cloud

Fig. 7.

The SimulatOR benefits from SOFA’s accuracy and stabil-

Final result.

The whole pipeline has been tested on human patients data

during laparoscopic hepatectomies. Results are presented in
Fig.4, 5, 6, 7. It has demonstrated that our framework was
able to perform in real time the point cloud reconstruction and
to display the result of the registration onto the laparoscopic
view. However, as the ground truth is unknown we do not
have pertinent quantitative results for the real cases. Therefore,
we performed in silico experiments for the initial registration
in [18] as well as phantom experiments for the temporal
registration in [17].

[8]

[9]

[10]

One of the current limitations of our algorithm concerns the
loss of points during a persistent tracking. If too many points
are lost because of an obstruction caused by smoke or surgical
tools, the registration quality also decreases. Also, our method
does not account for topological changes but recent results on
this topic have been acquired [25].

[11]

C ONCLUSION

[13]

[12]

This article presents a complete framework for simulationassisted IGT procedures. It implements a standard protocol
(OpenIGTLink) ensuring interoperability between the framework and potential third party softwares, as well as providing a
standard interface with medical devices. It allows distribution
on multiple computational units over a Local Area Network
for better performances, and relies on the robust, open and
largely used simulation framework SOFA.

[15]

We applied successfully this framework in the context of
liver MIS guidance in Operating Room.

[17]

In future work we plan to further test our framework in
different context and to carry out more advanced analysis on
its performances. To consider a systematic use in OR where
our framework would be embedded in a medical device, special
efforts will also have to be carried out in order to conform the
development process to a specific certification process, like
IEC 62304 for instance.
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